SHOP WINDOW

DAN JOYCE PREVIEWS A CROSS SECTION OF NEW PRODUCTS THAT ARE IN THE SHOPS OR COMING SOON

1 DAHON GB-1 £TBC
Reminiscent of the Cadenza, the GB-1 is a 650B gravel bike that folds in half. Due late 2018, it looks to be an inexpensive ‘suitcase bike’. bit.ly/cycle-dahongb1

2 QUICKTWIST STEM £TBC
Quick-release stem that rotates 90° to get the handlebar out of the way. It’s still at the Kickstarter stage. urbcyclo.com

3 SUNRACE SP579 EXTENDER LINK £9.99
Like the Wolftooth RoadLink, this repositions the rear derailleur to run a bigger cassette. It extends the mech’s max sprocket size by around four teeth. ison-distribution.com

4 VELOGICAL VELOSPEEDER FROM £1,050.42
This rim-drive e-bike kit weighs from only 1.6kg, including battery, and has zero drag disengaged. velogical-engineering.com

5 GARMIN EDGE 130 £169.99
Technology trickledown: Garmin’s tiny new GPS computer offers navigation with turn prompts, phone notifications, better satellite tracking, and more. garmin.com

6 SHIMANO ULTEGRA RX800 DERAILLEUR £89.99
This year Shimano launched clutch mechs for 11-speed ‘road’ – well, gravel and ‘cross. Designed for cassettes up to 34t, it’ll help keep single-ring chains on. shimano.com

7 TREK 520 £1,100
Trek’s steel tourer has been redesigned with slacker geometry, bigger tyre clearances, more frame fittings, and Sora/Tiagra STI gearing. trekbikes.com

Save with Cycling UK
Going shopping? Members get 10% off cycle-related products in Halfords stores and 15% off at Cotswold Outdoor, Runners Need, and Snow+Rock.
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